MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
IN A COMPACT DESIGN
A maneuverable, light weight and compact cold water
pressure washer for convenient on-site operation.

PROFESSIONAL | PRO HD 400 ED
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PRO HD 400 ED
Practical anywhere.
The PRO HD 400 ED is a light weight, durable and compact cold
water pressure washer that offers ultimate mobility for on-site
applications and is designed to be stored, transported and operated in the vertical and horizontal position. It's features include
a reliable 3-piston axial-pump with a brass cylinder head, an
automatice pressure relief system for protecting the pump and
storage options for accessories. This unit is certified to UL and
CSA safety standards.
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Shown with optional surface cleaner 2.111-016.0
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Mobility and Durability

■■ Additional carrying handle for easy transportation to various locations,
loading and unloading, and moving over stairs.
■■ Extendable push bar handle allows for easier maneuverability, control and
storage.
■■ 3 piston axial pump with brass cylinder head.
■■ Automatic pressure relief system for protecting the pump.
■■ Removable and easy to clean water inlet filter that protects the
pump from debris.
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Vertical and Horizontal Operation

■■ Vertical and horizontal operation for maximum flexibility, safety
and stability.
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EASY!Force Trigger Gun

■■ EASY!Force technology holds the trigger down once you start it, avoiding
the strain on your hands associated with other trigger gun.
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Storage

■■ Rubber strap for secure storage of high-pressure hose.
■■ Nozzle compartment for rotary nozzle storage and protection during
transportation.
■■ Screw joint for surface cleaner storage.
■■ Integrated, high walled storage area secures the spray wand, protecting it
from potential damage during transportation.

TECHNICAL DATA AND EQUIPMENT

Technical data
Model

Part No.

GPM

PSI

Drive

Electrical

Amps

Pump

Ship Weight (lbs)

Ship Dimensions
(L x W x H) inches

Pro HD 400 ED

1.520-990.0

1.7

1300

Direct

120V / 1ph ~ / 60 Hz

14

Kärcher Axial

45

36 x 14 x 13

Standard Accessories
Order No.

Description

4.118-005.0

EASY!Force trigger gun

4.112-006.0

33" spray lance

6.110-034.0

33' high-pressure hose with ANTI!Twist connection

2.113-062.0

Power nozzle, 030

Optional Accessories
Order No.

Description

4.113-003.0

Rotating washing brush natural fiber bristles

4.111-022.0

Nozzle connector

4.111-037.0

Coupling

2.115-000.0

Quick-release coupling

2.115-001.0

Nipple

4.114-018.0

Performance Dirtblaster

4.112-000.0

41" Spray lance, 1050 mm

2.111-016.0

Surface cleaner FR TR Classic

2.111-017.0

Surface cleaner FR Classic DIY

4.111-032.0

Adapter M 22 Swivel

4.112-011.0

Screw connector part

6.118-031.0

Extension hose 33'
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